Shoofly Chain Bed Quilt

MATERIALS LIST

Shoofly Chain Bed Quilt

Materials

- 6 fat quarters rose tonals*
- 9 fat quarters aqua tonals*
- 12 fat quarters beige tonals*
- 1½ yards floral print*
- ¾ yard binding fabric*
- Backing to size
- Batting to size
- Thread
- Basic sewing tools and supplies

*Carina by Amanda Murphy and tonals from Contempo by Benartex used to make sample quilt.

Shop for recommended materials at AnniesCraftStore.com or at your local craft store. If you cannot find the exact supplies listed, substitute following the specifications given in the materials list (weight, fiber, size, color, etc.). You can take any class without making the projects. Class skills can be learned by working with materials you have on hand to make swatches, blocks or small samples.